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Some Intersection Theorems for Structures 
GUSTAV BUROSCH AND JEAN-MARIE LABORDE 
This paper deals with intersection properties for structures extending earlier results by 
M. Simonovits and V. T. S6s. One of the results asserts that for a given graph G = (V, E) with 
girth r (satisfying some additional technical assumption), if G1, ..• , GN is a family of its subgraphs 
with property G, n G, is a cycle for all I <;;; i < j <;;; N, then N <;;; lEI - r + I. Others results 
concern graphs with interval intersection and permutations with one common interval. 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Intersection properties of finite set systems have an extensive literature. Some of the 
results are related to those of Fisher [4], de Bruijn-Erdos [1], Erdos-Ko-Rado [3]. There 
exist many other similar results. One could also ask what analogous results can be proved 
if the sets considered in view of their intersection properties have some extra structure and 
the conditions of the intersection also refer to this structure. Thus one is led to consider 
intersections theorems for structures. Those structures may be graphs, permutations, 
sequences of integers and so on. Many results in this direction have been obtained or 
stimulated by M. Simonovits and V. T. S6s [7, 8]. 
In the present paper we shall consider three such problems. In the first problem families 
'!J = {G1 , ••• , GN} of subgraphs of a graph G are considered having pairwise G; n Gj as 
a nonempty cycle. The case G = K" was considered by M. Simonovits and V. T. S6s. And 
so we suppose G to have a degree condition fulfilled in the case of K". In our second problem 
the intersection G; n Gj is an empty or nonempty interval. The last section is devoted to an 
intersection property of permutations which can be viewed as a problem on monotone 
paths of length n in the n-dimensional hypercube. 
NoTATIONS. For any graphs G' and G" on the same vertex set V let G' n G" be the 
graph with edge set E(G' n G") = E(G') n E(G"), and the set of all end-vertices of 
elements of E(G' n G") as vertex set. As a consequence we will further on, not consider as 
different a given graph G and the latter obtained by adding to the former some extra 
isolated vertices. 
Let S be a structure and let .'? be a family of substructure of S, .'? = {S1 , ••• , SN}. 
Given a property P (in many cases as a set of) of structures, the family .'? = {S1, ••• , SN} 
is called a P-intersectionfamily if G; n Gj has the property P for 1 <;;; i < j <;;; N. We define 
thenfp(S) as the maximal cardinality of a P-intersection family. 
A set { G1, ••• , GN} of graphs (on the same vertex set V) is called a strong A-system if 
the intersection of any two of these graphs is the same. 
The degree of a vertex x E V(G) is denoted by dS(x). 
The distance apart two vertices x, y E V(G) is denoted by dc(x, y) and can eventually 
reach the value oo, if x andy are not in the same component. 
1. GRAPHS WITH NONEMPTY CYCLE INTERSECTION 
Let G be an arbitrary graph fulfilling the following conditions: 
G contains a cycle, 
(*) { Vx E V(G), dS(x) <;;; ~21E(G)I. 
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REMARK. If G is a d-regular graph then dg(x) < IV(G)\ = 2\E(G)\/d and the second 
part of (*) is fulfilled. 
Further on we shall write simply E instead of E(G). 
Let C(! be the family of (nonempty) cycles. We denote by r the girth (shortest length of 
a cycle) of G. 
THEOREM 1'. If {G1, ••• , GN} forms a C{/-intersection family on G, and if \E\ ~ 4, 
then N :( \E\ - r + 1 and equality holds only for the following C{/-intersection family 
{ G1, ••• , GN}, namely a strong L1-system, E(G1) forms a cycle oflength rand E(G1) contains 
E(G1) and exactly one additional edge,for i = 2, ... , \E\ - r + 1. 
THEOREM 2'. If {G1, ••• , GN} forms a C{/-intersection family on G but not a strong 
L1-system, then 
REMARK. K. has property(*). Thus applying Theorems 1', 2' in the case G = K., we 
obtain results already given in [8]. 
Knowing the result expressed by Theorem 2', Theorem 1' can be proved very simply and 
thus we just give a proof of Theorem 2'. 
PRooF OF THEOREM 2'. The following idea to consider a walk, as well as the essential 
ideas of the following proof are as in [8]. The modifications are rather technical, thus we 
omit the proof of Lemma 1 [8] and refer to the above. 
LetE* = Ut~ 1 E(G;)and~ = {G1 , ••• , GN}.Asequence W = v 1e1v 2 e2 ••• v,e,v,+ 1 , 
v, E V(G), e1 E E*, is a walk, iff 
1. the edges e1, ej, 1 :( i < j :( r, are different; 
2. r = 1 (W is reduced to a single edge) or, if not, Vi, 1 < i :( r, 3Gj E ~the sequence 
v 1_ 1e1_ 1v 1e1v 1+ 1 is contained in Gj and the degree in Gj of v 1 equals 2; 
3. v 1 = v,+ 1 (in this case the walk will be called closed) or, if not, each G1 E ~ containing 
e1 (ore,) has valency -1=2 at v 1 (or v,+ 1) (in such case the walk is called open). 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) If G1 contains an edge of a walk W, then G1 2 W; 
(b) a walk is either a path or a cycle; 
(c) if W is an open walk contained in at least two G1, then v 1 and v,+ 1 have a degree ~ 3 in 
any G1 containing W; 
(d) each edge of E* is contained in exactly one walk. 
PROOF. See [8]. 
LEMMA 2. An arbitrary open walk is contained in less than v'2T£T from among the GJor 
IE\~ 2. 
PROOF. Suppose G1, ••• , Gs be the graphs containing the open walk W. Let E1 be the 
set ofedges of G1, i = 1, ... , s, incident to v1 and different from e1 • We can assumes ~ 2. 
By (c) of Lemma 1, \E1\ ~ 2 and in view of G, n Gj (i -:/= j) being a cycle, 
\E1 n Ej\ = 1 (i -1= j). Hence by the de Bruijn-Erdos theorem [I]: 
s :( dg(v 1) - I :( v'2T£f- I < v'2T£f. 
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LEMMA 3. 
(a) If W is a closed walk and the ~-intersection family {G1 , ••• , GN} is not a strong 
A-system, then W is contained in at most (lEI - r)jr from among the G; 
(b) If w; (resp. Wz i= w;) is a closed walk contained ins (resp. t) graphs from the ~-inter­
section family, then (s - 1). (t - 1) ~ (IEifr) - 2. 
PRooF. (a) Suppose W is contained in the graphs G1, ..• , G, E '§.There exists a graph 
G' E '§ not containing W. Let C; = G; u G'. The cycles C;, i = 1, ... , t, and Ware 
completely pairwise edge disjoint by Lemma l(a). Thus t. r ~ lEI - IWI ~ lEI - rand 
conclusion follows. 
(b) Suppose G;, ... , G; E '§ contain w; and suppose G;', ... , G;' E '§ contain Wz. At 
most one G" contains both w; and Wz. For all G;, Gj' i= G"' the cycles G; n Gj' are pairwise 
edge disjoint and contain no edge of w; n Wz. All this follows from Lemma l(a). 
Furthermore w; n Wz = 0. 
Hence r. (s - 1). (t - 1) ~ L;.j IE(G; n Gj')l ~ lEI - 2r. 
We can prove now Theorem 2'. We consider the following cases as in [6]: 
l(a) Each closed walk is contained in < .J2iET from among the G;, and 
1(b) there exists a G; E '§,say G1 , with IE(G1)1 ~ ~· 
2(a) Each closed walk is contained in < .J2iET from among the G; and 
2(b) each G; E G has at least ~ edges. 
(3) There exists a closed walk W contained in at least .J2iET from among the G;. 
Case 1: Each G; E '§, i i= 1, intersects G1in a cycle containing ~ r edges. By Lemma l(d), 
each of those edges is contained in exactly one walk and thus by Case 1(a) or Lemma 2, 
we have 
Case 2: For every k E E* denote the number of graphs in'§ containing k, by m(k). We 
have N. ~ ~ l:kEE* m(k) ~ lEI . .J2iET. The second inequality is by Case 2(a) or 
Lemma 2. So we can conclude 
Case 3: We choose a closed walk W for which the number s of the graphs G; E '§ 
containing W is maximum and then among these graphs containing W a graph, say G1 , for 
which IE(G1)1 is minimum. Let G;, ... , G; E '§contain W. The sets E(G;)\E(W) are 
disjoint. Let Ec (resp. E0 ) denote the number of edges of G1 contained in close (resp. open) 
walks and let be M = Ec + Eo. 
We have by Lemma l(d): 




M ~lEI- r ~ ~. (:x) 
s s 
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Furthermore by the assumption and by Lemma 3 we can write 
;;m;~ lEI - r 
'J-<-ILI ~ S ~ --­ ({3) 
r 
Now let us see in how many Gi of<§ the edges of G1 can be. By Lemmata 2 and 3 
Ec ( lEI ) Eo ;;m;~N- I ~ s + --;:· r(s _ I)+ I + --;:·v21EI. 
From inequalities ({3) and if lEI ~ 2, we get 
lEI lEI + rs lEI + r • t · lEI 21EI ~lEI
--'---'- + 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 'J-<-ILI· 
r(s - I) r(s - 1) r(v"JET- I) rJ21ETj3 
By the last inequalities and by inequalities (a) and ({3) we get 
N _ I ~ lEI - r + Ec. J2IET + Eo. J2IET 
r r r 
~ ~ _ I + M.J21ET ~lEI_ I+~. J2IET 
r r r s r 
~~-l+~v"2Wi 
r J21ET" r 
~ 2IEI - I ~ tiEl - I ~ J11EI - 1. 
r 
This proves Theorem 2'. 
The following examples show three cases in which we can apply Theorems 1', 2' but not 
the results of [8]. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider a partition of a rectangle F into pq squares arranged on prows 
and q columns in F. Considering the set of square as vertex set and joining two vertices iff 
the two corresponding squares have at least a common point we get a graph G. The 
subgraphs of G are 'figures' in F. G satisfies property (*) in particular for p ~ 4 and q ~ 4, 




EXAMPLE 2. We consider any tesselation of a part of the plane by m < oo regular 
hexagons. This gives a graph G with the set ofedges of the hexagons as edge set. Form ~ 1, 
G fulfils condition (*). (See Figure 2 form = 10). 
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FIGURE 2. 
EXAMPLE 3. In a n-dimensional hypercube flln we consider the set of q-dimensional 
subcubes for 0 ::::;; q < n - 2 as vertex set of a graph G. We connect two vertices p and p', 
if p n p' = 0 and if there exists a proper subcube of flln containing p and p'. This graph 
G as well as the graph obtained as G but without requiring p n p' = 0 has property (*). 
2. GRAPHS WITH INTERVAL INTERSECTION 
Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph; we denote by ~p.p' the graph induced by all the edges 
lying on the geodesics joining two vertices p and p' i.e. 
~p.p' = U P. 
P is a shortest path 
joining p to p' 
~p.p' is called a p, p'-interval in G; in this sense a graph without any edge (like for instance 
the empty graph) is considered as an interval, namely an empty interval. 
Given any subgraph G' of G, we consider his diameter defined as 
De(G') = Max de(p,p'),
p,p'E V(e') 
where de(p,p') is the distance (length of a shortest path in G) between p and p'. (The 
diameter of an empty interval is zero, that of a non connected graph is oo ). 
For any two G' and G", G" 2 G', trivially holds D(G') ::::;; D(G") and in the rest of this 
paragraph we will only consider graphs G, having the following properties: 
(I) For any subgraph G 2 G' and any interval ~ we have 
~ ~ G' => De(~) < De(G'); 
(II) Vp,p' E VPq,q•), ~q.q' 2 ~p.p'• 
(II) is just the property called interval mono tonicity in [6] and (I) could be called diameter 
mono tonicity. 
Two EXAMPLES. The n-dimensional hypercube flln and the cycles of even length fulfil (I) 
and (II). 
As a remark we give here the assertion to appear in another paper that (I) is equivalent 
to 
(I') For any intervals~ and~, i= 0 we have 
~' cJ_ ~ => 3q E Vp), 3q' E V(~'), de(q, q') > De(~'); 
and furthermore that the connected graphs satisfying (I) and (II) are precisely the paths, the 
cycles of even length and flln. 
We consider now ~-intersection families, it means families of graphs~ = {G1, ••• , GN} 
where 
G1 , ••• , GN are different subgraphs of G and (1) { Vi,} 1 ::::;; i < j ::::;; N G; n Gi is an interval of G. 
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We can then define 
f(G) = Max {N, 3 a family'§ = {G~> ... , GN} satisfying property (1)} 
THEOREM3. /(G) = CE~G)I) + IE(G)I. 
PRooF. Let '§ = {G,, ... , GN} as above with N = f(G) elements. Without loss of 
generality we will show that we can assume that '§ satisfy successively the three properties 
(a), (b) and (c) below, implying 
/(G) ~ ( IE~G)I) + IE(G)I 
The ~-part is proved by considering the family '§ consisting of all edges and pairs of 
edges for which the above property (l) is fulfilled. 
(a) any G; E '§ is connected or a pair of non adjacent edges of G. 
·If G, is not connected consider two edges e andjfrom two different components and let 
a; = {e,f}, '§' = {G;, G2 , ••• , GN}· Suppose'§' does not satisfy (l)(implying G of. {e,f}), 
then there must exist }(2 ~ j ~ N) for which G1 n Gj 2 {e,f}; so G, n Gj cannot be 
connected and then is not an interval providing a contradiction. 
(b) if G; E '§is not an edge then there is no Gj E '§ for which Gj ::::J G; (Gj of. G;). 
Suppose Gj ::::J G,. From G1 n Gj = G1 we deduce G, is a interval we will denote by 3. 
We choose now among all Gj E '§with Gj ::::J 3, one Gj for which D0 (Gj) is maximal, say G2 • 
Consider thenp andp' such that d0 (p,p') = D0 (G2 ) and denote 3p,p' by 3". Let G~ be {e,f}, 
where e and fare edges in E(G2 ) incident respectively to p and p'. The family '§' = 
{ G1 , G~, ... , GN} will satisfy the property (1 ). If not consider one of the G;(i of. 2) for 
which {e,f} E G; n G2 and denote G; n G2 by 3'. From p,p' E 3' and (II) we deduce 
3' 2 3". We will then distinguish two cases according 3' 2 3 or not: 
Case 1: 3 't. 3'. Following (I') there exist vertices q E V(3) and q' E V(3') for which 
d0 (q,f1') > Da(3') ~ D0 (3") ~ d0 (p,p'). q and q' are in V(G2 ) contradicting then the 
choice of p and p'. 
Case 2: 3' 2 3. We have G, = 3 <;; 3' = G2 n G; <;; G; and then for 3' ~ G; and 
from (I) D0 (G;) > Da(3') ~ Da(3") ~ d0 (p,p') = Da(G2 ) providing a contradiction 
with the choice of G2 . So 3' = G; <;; G2 • If3' ~ G2 by (I) we obtain D0 (G2 ) > D0 (3') ~ 
D0 (3") ~ da(p,p') = D0 (G2 ). G2 is then equal toG; with i of. 2, which is a contradiction. 
(c) any G; E '§is an edge or a pair of edges of G. 
Suppose '§ has the property (a) and (b) and let G1 E '§ be connected and not an edge. 
We choose p,p' E V(G 1) such that d0 (p,p') = D0 (G1) and e,/E E(G1) such that e of. J, 
pEe and p' Ef Consider a; = {e,f}, the family '§' has then the property (1). If not 
consider one of the G;(i of. 1) for which G; 2 {e,f}. We have thenp,p' E V(G;) and so the 
interval3' = G1 n G; contains, according to property (II), the p,p'-interval3". If3' ~ G1 
we obtain by (I) 
D0 (G1) > Da(3') ~ Da(3") ~ da(p,p') = D0 (G1) 
and then G; n G1 = G, or G; 2 G1 • This last contradiction to (b) completes the proof. 
3. AN INTERSECTION THEOREM FOR PERMUTATIONS 
Deza and Frankl [2] have obtained intersections theorems for permutations. Their 
problems are different from the following one. 
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Given two permutations a= (a1, a2 , ••• , an) and b = (b1, b2 , ••• , bn) on the set 
{1, 2, ... , n} we say a and b have the common interval [c1 , ••• , c,], if and only if 
with 
{a1, ••• , ai-d = {b1, ••• , bi_t}. 
Two permutations may have several common intervals as well as it may occur that a, b 
do not have any common intervals. In the last case we said that they have an empty 
common interval. 
For example: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) and (1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 7, 6) have two common intervals [1, 2] 
and [5] but (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) and (4, 2, 3, 1, 7, 6, 5) have an empty common interval. We 
say a and b have exactly one common non empty interval if the following is true. If 
[c1 , ••• , c,] and [d1, ••• , ds] are two common intervals with 
{c1, ••• ,c,}n{d1 , ••• ,ds} = 0, 
then [c1, ••• , c,, ai+t• ... , a,_ 1, d1, ... , ds] must be a common interval of a, b, too. 
Consider now a CC-intersection family of permutations, it means a family of permutations 
a~> ... , aN of {1, 2, ... , n} such that any two of them have just one (empty or non empty) 
maximal common interval. Letf(n) be the maximum cardinality N of such a family. 
THEOREM 4. f(n) = n2 - n, for n ;:::: 2. 
We will need another formulation ofTheorem 4. Letf'(n) be the maximal number N such 
that there exist N different paths of length n from (]) = (0, ... , 0) to ~ = (1, ... , 1) in 
then-dimensional hypercube and any two of these paths have an empty or nonempty path 
in common. Theorem 4 is equivalent to 
THEOREM 4' f'(n) = n2 - n, for n ;:::: 2. 
PRooF. There is a bijection between the set of all 0, ~-paths of length n in the hyper­
cube fin and the set of all permutations on n elements. The 0, ~-path P = v0 e1v 1e2 v 3 •••••• 
Vn-1 en-1 Vn with Vo = (]) and Vn = ~, has for COrresponding element the permutation 
a = (a1, a2 , •••••• , an), ai being the direction of ei for i = 1, 2, ... , n. Two such 
paths P, P' have an empty or non-empty path as their intersection iff the corresponding 
permutations have not more than one common interval. 
PROOF OF THEOREMS 4 AND 4'. ::::;; : f(n) ::::;; n2 - n. If a1, ... , aN where N > n2 - n, 
are different permutations, there must be two of them, say a and b, such that a1 = b1 and 
an = bn. Because, if a and b can contain both a1 and an, a and b have more than one 
common interval; the contradiction proves f(n) ::::;; n2 - n. 
;:::: : Consider the following set of permutations. To obtain the generic element we first 
choose an element i from {1, 2, ... , n} and then consider one of the (n - 1 )-circular 
permutations of (1, 2, ... , f, ... , n) (with the special meaning for' that the corresponding 
element of the sequence is omitted); suppose the permutation reads (j + 1, ... , f, ... ) 
where of course j # 1. We can obtain in this way n(n - 1) permutations of the form 
U+ l, ... ,f, ... ,J-1,i). 
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FIGURE 3. 
We will show that the corresponding paths in 22" have exactly one (eventually empty) path 
in common. This is trivially the case if the two paths P and P' correspond to the same i. 
If not, decomposing 22" in 22"_ 2 x 222 where 222 is build on the directions i and i', we find 
out that P and P' start at the origin of one of four 22"_ 2 and leave it afterwards. Their 
intersection must then be included in this Q"_ 2 • Starting from 0 along P n P' consider the 
first vertex v after which P and P' separate. After v one of P or P' must leave the already 
considered 22"_ 2 and then P and P' cannot intersect again. Figure 3 illustrates the case for 
n = 5, with i = i'. 
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